
#
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Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6034 240 4.79 1.69 33 9 3/4 35.5 7.03 4.2 120 27

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

LB
DOB (Age)

7-7-89 (28)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

Erden, Mehmet

TEAM

New York Giants12-4th-WAS
YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

TEXAS (TXUN0

Prospect (Last, First)

Robinson, Keenan

2017: @PHI 9/24, vs LAC 10/08, at DEN 10/15, vs SEA 10/22, vs LAR 11/5

27
Winning %

65%
Positions Started

INJURIES

2014 - Led WAS in tackles (73). Led WAS in PD by a linebacker (3). 2016- 3rd lowest 
passer rating allowed when targeted among LBs in the league(81.9 - minimum 50% of 

snaps played)

6th year LB who has started in 31 games played. Started 3 of 6 games played in 2017, his 2nd season in Steve

Spagnuolo’s 4-3 defense and played in multiple positions before being placed on IR with a left quad injury.
Mainly utilized as a Mike in 4-2 fronts and as a Will in base packages. Possesses good height and weight with
good COD, quickness, lower body explosion and solid speed in a lean and muscular frame. Plays with solid gap
discipline on IZ, Iso and Lead runs to stay in his gap, demonstrating the ability to leverage the ball and make a
play on the ball carrier. Good at diagnosing Outside Runs and plays with good lateral agility and solid speed to
leverage his gap, flow to the ball taking good angles and chase down ball carriers who have cut up field.
Displays good competitive toughness with a physical style of play, not hesitating to initiate contact with
blocking linemen to narrow running lanes. Aggressive UOH and body to shed WR and TE blocks leveraging his
physical advantage. Overall, good pass coverage ability with good Man coverage and solid Zone awareness. As
a Seam defender in Cover 2, demonstrates very good ability to make initial read and leverage his body to take
away the option from the QB. Possesses very good hip fluidity and good acceleration to open his hips and run
with the receiver to take away the seam route. Good ability to locate and get to landmarks and identify initial
read as a hook defender. Uses his quickness and acceleration to close on the receiver if the ball is thrown.
Displays good COD, footwork and acceleration to stay with TEs and RBs with solid speed vs In and Out routes
in Man coverage. Puts himself in a good position to make a play on the ball when it is thrown in both Man and
Zone coverage and does a solid job of locating the ball in the air. Only adequate run player due to only
marginal mental processing ability and adequate play strength and vision vs Gap blocking. Does not show the
ability to get good positioning or angles vs blockers and lose gap leverage Gap schemes, especially Inside Run

schemes with pulling blockers, due to marginal ability to identify the run type and reacts to the play instead of
anticipating it. Often driven backward by base/drive blocks in the A/B Gaps vs IZ and Gap blocking schemes
due to adequate play strength and marginal hand placement allowing blockers to get in his frame and play
with better leverage. Struggles arm tackle ball carriers with bigger frame, not fully leveraging his body in his
tackle attempts although he is in a good position to make a play. As a hook defender, does not display the
ability to quickly pass on initial read to teammates’ zones and transition to second/third reads in his zone due
to only adequate ability to identify route combinations. Demonstrates marginal hand-eye coordination to
contact the ball in the air to intercept or deflect passes which results in opponents catching the ball even
though he is in a good position. Overall, an athletic backup LB who can be subbed in on passing situations due
to his good ability in pass coverage. Can play Will in a 4-3 scheme in a pinch with good athleticism, ability to
effectively play outside runs and stay in his gap vs IZ. Limited as a run defender due to only adequate play
strength and marginal mental processing vs Gap and Man blocking. Has an extensive injury history.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

60
Games Started

31
Games Won

Key and Diagnose vs Gap Blocking, Play Strength vs Inside Runs and Tackling 

PROJECTION Role Player at LB who can be subbed in on passing situations with good man and solid 
zone coverage ability due to his hip fluidity, COD and ability to quickly make initial read. 
Good vs outside runs with good acceleration to flow to the ball and takes good angles to 
leverage gap and shows the ability to stay in his gap vs IZ. Limited as a run defender due 
to only adequate play strength and marginal mental processing vs Gap blocking.

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST Seam, Outside Run, Hip Fluidity

WORST

MLB-WLB

Will in a 4-3 scheme where he can play off the ball and utilize his athleticism and ability to 
flow to the play vs the run and coverage ability vs the pass. 

2012 – Torn right Pectoral Muscle (Weeks 13-17) 2013 – Torn left Pectoral Muscle 
(Missed Season) 2014 – Knee (Weeks 14-16) 2015 – Shoulder (Weeks 10-14) 2016 – No 
games missed due to injury 2017 – Concussion (Weeks 1-2), Left Quad (Weeks 8-17)

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed


